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Goals

- Do the activities you want to get funded
- Document your collaborations for NSF
Existing collaborations (pre-IGERT)
Categories of collaboration

- Research grants (funded/pending/unfunded)
- Service on student committees
- Co-teaching courses (guest lectures)
- Research/publications

Do what’s fun
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*Do what’s fun*
Constraints

Time and energy!
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Participants

- Don’t aim for a gigantic group at the beginning.
- Build on shared interests, people you enjoy working with
- Consider breadth
- Be frank about expectations

- Core group (4–8 people, some diversity)
- Penumbra (10–12?)
- “Participating faculty”
- Other actors
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Faculty have to drive the project (lag time, permanence) but involving students early is still a good idea

- Enthusiasm
- Marginal value of both activities and $$ is higher for students
- More numerous
- May drag in their advisors

*if they’re not going to want what you’re offering* then what’s the point?
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Other constraints

- Differences among students across departments
  - Developmental stage vs age in program
  - Course, teaching loads
  - Asymmetries in interdisc. challenges

- Departmental differences
  - Role of chair
  - Turf, resources etc.
  - Teaching loads

- Grant limitations
  - Faculty support
  - Number of students
  - Recruitment?
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Questions? Comments?

http://people.biology.ufl.edu/bolker/mbs_igert/
http://qse3.centers.ufl.edu